
Become a Connected Campus
Harness the power of CRM across your institution

Higher education is a journey, and to your students, it’s 
about more than a degree — it’s the experience that 
matters.

By creating a personalized experience across the 
student lifecycle, you can drive student success and 
retention like never before.

It all starts with knowing who your students are. That 
means integrating every system, department, and 
touchpoint to create a Connected Campus.

Many institutions are turning to Campus-Wide CRM
(customer relationship management systems) 
to help them move as today's students. They're 
mobile, social, and connected, and so is Salesforce.
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution is upon us. It is the most disruptive and transformative shift in 

history, and it's happening at a rapid pace. It's an intelligence revolution, creating an 

unprecedented amount of data and billions of connections between people and devices. It is 

having an impact on every industry, from manufacturing, finance, healthcare, and of course, 

education.

Today's students are more connected and moving faster. Their expectations have changed. 

They're used to Netflix, Uber, and Amazon, which provide hyper-personalized experiences on 

every device and service at the touch of a button.

Every time students engage with your institution, they demand an outstanding experience. If 

you can’t deliver, performance, satisfaction, and retention will suffer.

But if you embrace the technology of the Fourth Industrial Revolution — cloud, social, mobile, 

the internet of things, and artificial intelligence — your institution can succeed and help your 

students thrive in this new world.

At Salesforce.org, our mission is to empower you to do just that. Salesforce for Higher Ed is our 

set of end-to-end solutions that helps you become a Connected Campus. By implementing 

CRM across your institution, you can put students at the center of everything you do, and 

achieve breakthrough performance across the student lifecycle.

Our platform provides solutions for recruiting, student success, advancement, marketing, 

community engagement, analytics, app building, and more.

HOW DOES CAMPUS-WIDE CRM ADD VALUE ACROSS THE STUDENT LIFECYCLE? >
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS

Campus-Wide CRM
Powered by HEDA
It all starts with bringing together data from 

across campus to create a 360-degree picture of 

your students across the lifecycle. Now, with 

Higher Education Data Architecture (HEDA), you 

can start anywhere and expand your Salesforce 

implementation with confidence. HEDA 

configures Salesforce out-of-the-box to track the 

full student experience, making it easy to move 

students seamlessly through the entire lifecycle, 

from prospect to alum.

Recruiting & Admissions

CRM starts adding value from the very first 

interaction with prospective students. Salesforce 

helps you find the right prospects, learn what’s 

important to them, and engage them across 

multiple channels of their choice so they 

ultimately enroll. Boost recruiter productivity and 

performance by automating recruitment 

processes and optimizing interactions with 

accurate data. Gain complete insight with 

powerful analytics and make smarter decisions 

about where to invest and show the impact of 

your recruitment effort.

• Increased number of prospect records admission
team can manage annually by 50%

• Decreased number of duplicate undergrad applicant
records in their SIS by 96%

• Execute integrated communication plans tailored to
individual student interests

• Can now focus on targeting suspects, identifying
142,000 new suspects – 6,000 have become either
prospects or applicants
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• Unified, institution-wide platform for faculty and staff 
to holistically view, understand & engage its 
constituents

• Automated processes across campus to mitigate 
manual administrative work, targeting five university-
wide paper forms and transforming them into 
automated processes with electronic processes

• Eliminated redundant systems and technologies in 
departments across the institution reducing costs 
and freeing up valuable resources 
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Student Success

CRM provides a platform for building stronger 

student relationships and experiences. Get a 

complete 360-degree view of each student with 

Salesforce and put the student at the center of 

everything you do. Create a one-stop-shop for 

students to easily find answers and empower 

students to help themselves anytime, anywhere. 

Identify at-risk students and proactively engage 

them, interacting with personalized and relevant 

communications. Cultivate a strong student 

community and encourage collaboration on 

academic endeavors.

Advancement

CRM is key for cultivating lifelong alumni relations, 

finding new donors, and growing support from 

existing supporters. Salesforce can help you stay 

both current and relevant with alumni, creating 

content and events that connect with their 

interests. Manage the donation cycle from pledge 

to payment and execute multi-channel fundraising 

campaigns. Improve accountability with real-time 

visibility into progress and productivity metrics.

• Fundraisers uses Salesforce to manage all alumni &
donor relationships

• Supports complex workflows & advanced features
like donation teams & collaborative credit

• Use the mobile app to log calls & create contact
reports while in the field

• Expanding solution to include gift processing & event
management

• Created The Solution Center to streamline and
integrate all in-person, email & phone services
provided to students

• Can now track student all interactions in a single
place, providing a 360 degree view

• Logged over 192,000 student interactions & resolved
111,000 cases within first year
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Marketing Communications

CRM enables personalized communications at 

scale. Deliver content the way each constituent 

wants to consume it and create 1:1 campaigns like 

never before. Salesforce allows you to easily 

combine digital channels like email, mobile, and 

social to engage students throughout the lifecycle. 

Listen and engage in social conversations and 

deliver the right message at the right time with 

customized constituent journeys. Salesforce gives 

you the  flexibility to test multiple variations of 

content, channels, timing, and frequency to see 

what works best.

Community Engagement

The more engaged your students are, the more 

likely they are to succeed — CRM can help you 

build those connections. Salesforce breaks down 

traditional silos and facilitates collaboration 

amongst students and faculty for improved 

success and retention. Deploy a Salesforce 

Community portal to create powerful online 

experiences for applicants, students, and alumni. 

Establish a breeding ground for idea generation 

and spur meaningful interactions on topics of 

interest.

• Moved from file-based to feed-based onboarding

• New students now directed to community of peers,
faculty & staff for onboarding

• Online libraries make it easier to  access resources

• Increased student interaction: 2,700 posts and
comments in a 10-week period

• Student service staff reported 48% decrease in call
volume over same period

• Launched “ECOMM” – a system-wide initiative to
improve communication across 4 campuses

• Marketing Cloud provides unified communications
platform for over 300 communicators in dozens of
offices & departments

• CRM integration to Marketing Cloud enables
personalized, data-driven communications

• Decreased unsubscribe rates & improved constituent
satisfaction
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Analytics

CRM brings data together, making fast, easy 

analytics possible. Do you have answers and 

insights at your fingertips? Or do you have to log 

a ticket and wait weeks or months for a report 

writer or IT to get you the data you need?

The world is moving faster than ever, and you 

need analytics to help you keep up with it — not 

hold you back. Salesforce has open APIs that can 

help you bring together data from any source, 

visualize it in real time, and quickly turn analytics 

into actions.

• Integrated Wave Analytics, Sales Cloud & marketing
automation to create a system that combines
disparate data to deliver real-time business
intelligence

• Changed university recruiting strategy from
geography-based model to major-based model
based on insights from Wave Analytics

• Cut time to generate annual recruiting report in half
with Wave reporting
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faster response to student 
issues & inquiries

enrollment effectiveness & 
efficiency

Proven Success
Average improvements reported by customers

“Everything in the classroom should be challenging 
and stretch students to their limit. Everything outside 
of that is a service, and it should be easy.”

Dr. Mark Lombardi

President, Maryville University

+25%

+31%
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alumni engagement+9%



Ready to become a
Connected Campus?

CONTACT US AT SALESFORCE.ORG/HIGHERED >

http://www.salesforce.org/contact-us/


TO LEARN MORE VISIT SALESFORCE.ORG  >

http://www.salesforce.org/
http://www.salesforce.org/



